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1. Chair’s Message: 
  
  
Dear delegates,  
It’s a pleasure for us to welcome you to the Fundación Liceo Inglés Model of United                
Nations. We introduce ourselves, our names are Juanita Ramírez and Luisa Gómez,            
and we will be presidents in charge of this committee. The subjects to be discussed will                
be:  
 

1. Families in Yemen. 
2. Rohingya refugees. 

 
As presidents, we expect nothing but the best from you. You will need thorough              
preparation and a deep understanding of the subjects, to achieve that, you will study the               
guide provided, we will be here to help you during the entire process in case you have                 
any questions or doubts. We hope all delegates are well prepared and actively             
participating in the debate to find the solution to these problematics. We also wish you               
enjoy this experience as much as we do.  
 
For further contact, you can reach us at our emails: 
 
 
Juanita Ramirez Marin 
President 
Juanita.marin@liceoingles.edu.co 
 
Luisa Gómez Orrego 
President 
Luisa.gomez@liceoingles.edu.co 
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2. Introduction to the committee: 
 

2.1 History: 
 
The office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) is in charge              
of the protection of refugees and displaced for persecution or conflict and promote             
solutions to their problems. This committee was created after World War II, in             
December 14th of 1950. The UNHCR has helped millions of refugees to resettle their              
lives since then. In 1956, UNHCR faced its first major emergency, when Soviet forces              
ended the Hungarian revolution, leaving thousands of refugees as a result. In the             
1960s, the decolonization of Africa produced the first of numerous refugee crises in that              
continent, which necessitated the intervention of UNHCR. During the next two decades,            
UNHCR addressed displacement crises in Asia and Latin America.  
At the end of the century, there were new refugee problems in Africa, and there were                
major refugee flows in Europe as a result of the wars in the Balkans. More than 11,000                 
people work for the UNHCR all around the world, 130 delegations have the presence of               
it, and 67,7 million of people have been attended by this committee. 
  
 
 
2.2 Opening Speeches:  
 
The opening speech is where each delegation will present the position of their country;              
taking into account their external policies and opinions regarding the issues raised.            
Also, you must take parliamentary language into account. Each opening speech will            
have a time limit of one and a half minutes.  
  
 
2.3 Research document: 
 
The research document is an aid that you should use to find more information about                

your delegations and to be better prepared for the debate. The research document             



 

should include succinct information about the delegation assigned and topics of the            
committee.  
  
 
 

3. List of delegations present in the committee: 
 

1. The Syrian Arab Republic 
2.  Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela 
3.  Republic of Yemen  
4. Republic of the Union of Myanmar  
5. United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland  
6. United States of America 
7.  Russian Federation  
8. People’s Republic of China 
9.  Italian Republic  
10.Federal Republic of Germany 
11.  French Republic 
12.  State of Israel 
13.  State of Palestine  
14.Democratic People’s Republic of Korea  
15.The Republic of Pakistan. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Historical context of the topics: 



 

 
 

4.1 Rohingya refugees: 
 
Throughout history, the Rohingya people have been chased for their ethnicity; they are             
an Indio-Muslim group that “lived” in Myanmar. This country is located in Southeast Asia              
and borders Bangladesh and India. Being Buddhism it’s leading religion, other ethnic            
groups have been chased out and denied citizenship like it’s the case with the Rohingya               
ethnicity. formerly known as Burma, this country was ruled by Great Britain and             
achieved independence on January 4, 1948. *This new government continued to treat            
the Rohingya people like immigrants and were treated as illegal immigrants, their            
homes and lands were confiscated, they were denied citizenship and military or civil             
services. The Burma government did all sorts of despicable things such as registering             
Rohingyas before a national census. In order to remove those considered foreigners            
and denied them social and political activism, extreme violence was used, there were a              
massacre, destruction of *Mosques’ and even rape. By 1978, almost 200,000 people            
had fled to Bangladesh.  
 
The Bangladeshi government had the necessity to request the United Nations for help,             
13 refugee camps were established, but soon enough, Bangladesh refused to recognize            
the Rohingyas as refugees because of the responsibilities and costs that it requires for              
a larger number of people. 
 
Following this, the Burmese government was forced by the United Nations to start a              
repatriation program. The Rohingyas refused, so the Bangladesh government punished          
them by cutting basic necessities like food and using violence, so the ethnic group is               
forced to flee yet again. In Burma, the government implemented a “four cuts” strategy              
were they denied minor ethnic groups access to land, food, shelter, and security. This              
caused a mass exodus around the 1990s, but after starting welcoming and opening 21              



 

camps with help of UNHCR and other organizations, Bangladesh denied access to stay             
for refugees once it was clear that it was a long term problem.  
 
Since then, Rohingyas have been repatriated and as the Burma government does not             
fulfill their agreements the people take over the remaining camps and have been thrown              
into jail, amongst other torture situations and attempts of complete reinsertion.           
(circa1998)  
 
*Rohingyas originally came from the Muslim kingdom of Arakan, Arakan was what is             
now the Rakhine state in Myanmar. They were conquered and integrated to Burma             
which was Muslim, many of them fled to Cox’s Bazaar in Bengal where the leading               
ethnic group had a similar culture. Since both these regions were under British control,              
these people were often moved as pleased by the leaders, but when they became              
independent Burma started denying Rohingyas to go back to their homes in Rakhine             
state. (This is just for context since most of it happened before 1945, prior the united                
nations’ creations and it can’t be brought up during the model ) * Muslim praising               
temples. 
 
4.2 Families in Yemen: 
 
In the past, Yemen used to be divided into two countries* there was a mutawakkilite               
kingdom or north Yemen and south Yemen. North Yemen was ruled by the monarchy              
as part of the Ottoman kingdom, while South Yemen was majorly ruled by the British.               
Around 1960, there was a civil war in North Yemen to try to de-crown the new king. In                  
the end, the Republicans won, so now the country was to be ruled by the triumphant                
new prime minister. South Yemen, however, remained a Democrat. Relations between           
the countries remained friendly, there was war, but in that same year (1972) an              
agreement for further unification of both countries was reached. There were other            
confrontations and attempts to gain power in north Yemen, but on the 22nd of May of                
1990, the Republic of Yemen was declared. Their constitution was drafted since 1989             
and gave them equality owning rights, free elections, multiple political parties, and basic             
human rights. Ali Abdullah Sallen, the leader of northern Yemen, was declared            
president and Ali Salim ab-dail leader of southern Yemen vice president. 
 
By 2010 Yemen was a poor country with a corruption record and the Arab spring*               
protests’ did not take long to get to Yemen. Al Qaeda was an uprising threat, and                
multiple embassies were already retiring. By 2011 other insurgent groups were           
participating in the protests including anti-Islamic groups. All of these were mostly            



 

looking that Ṣāliḥ, ʿAlī ʿAbd Allāh, the president stepped down. Salih made several             
promises and changes, but this did not stop the protestants. The fight went on and on                
for the whole year only getting more violent on the way, she even got bombed and                
betrayed by other military commanders By 2012 she transferred power to his vice             
president Hadi.  
 
*The countries divided up in 1918, this shall not be mentioned because it happens prior               
to the United Nations creation. * 
 
“The Arab Spring was a series of anti-government protests, uprisings, and armed            
rebellions that spread across the Middle East in late 2010.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 

5. Development of the topic #1: 
 
Rohingya Refugees: 
 
The Rohingya people are an Indo-Aryan tribe that represent the largest percentage of             
Muslims in Myanmar, with the majority living in Rakhine State. Before the 2016-17             
crisis, there were approximately one million Rohingya living in Myanmar, but by            
December 2017 there were nearly 700,000 refugees from Rakhine State crossing to            
nearby countries, such as Bangladesh. Since the 1970s, Rohingya have migrated           
across the region in significant numbers. Estimates of their numbers are often much             
higher than official figures.  
 

 
 
Myanmar denies this Indo-Aryan tribe access to nationality and does not recognize this             
ethnic minority as one of the eight “national indigenous races." Rohingya claim that they              
have a heritage of over a millennium and influence of the Arabs, Mughals, and              
Portuguese.  



 

 
 
Some important organizations have described this persecution from the country          
(Myanmar) to the Rohingya as ethnic cleansing since they’ve been deprived of their             
rights and abused by the security forces. They are also restricted from freedom of              
movement, state education, and civil service jobs 
 
5.1. International response to Myanmar: 
There have been multiple comments from world leading countries in the topic.  
It is internationally accepted that this is a crisis that will not be solved immediately, but multiple                 
nations like Canada have sent humanitarian aid to Bangladesh and considers their persecution             
unacceptable. There have been emergency security council meetings calling for a stop on the              
crisis, and countries were asked to stop funding the military. What has your country done?  
 
 

5.2 Final Placement of Refugees: 
 
Through the years, Rohingya people have fled to Bangladesh and have resided in refugee              
camps, Bangladesh has received help and humanitarian aid from the international community,            
but Cox's Bazaar camps are still overcrowded, have very limited resources, and are in high risk                
of diseases. A significant amount of Rohingya people have fled to Malaysia, and Indonesia, it is                
to be noted that they can receive no legal status and be unable to work and sustain their                  
families. What can be the final placement of these people in the long term?  
 
 

5.3 Ethnic Discrimination: 
  
There has been an ongoing debate on how to label the crisis, Myanmar, claims the current crisis                 
is just a response to ARSA * attacks. Meanwhile, the UN has referred to the crisis as a pattern                   



 

of violence assuring large movements of ethnic groups from their homes. Bangladesh has even              
said that “genocide” has occurred. Protests have even been held in Pakistan, India,             
Bangladesh, Thailand, and Indonesia.  
 
Is this ethnic minority cleansing?  
Is this against the United Nations´international law? 
 
 
 

6. Development of topic #2: 
 

Families in Yemen: 
 
In the year 2011 Yemen gets a new president, Abdrabbuh Mansour Hadi because an              
uprising forced the authoritarian president to hand over power. Hadi tried hard to get rid               
of all the issues this country was managing. 
The conflict started when the Muslim Shia Houthi rebel movement took control of the              
northern province of Saada and the neighboring and took control of the capital, Sanaa,              
forcing Hado to exile in a foreign country. Everything intensified when Saudi Arabia and              
other Arab states backed by influential countries began air strikes against the Houthis,             
with the declared aim of restoring Mr. Hadi's government. 
 
 

 
 



 

According to the UNHCR, this conflict has threatened millions of lives. 75% of the              
population requires humanitarian assistance; 53% of Yemen's population, are on the           
brink of starvation as access to food diminishes every day across the country. 
 

6.1 Extreme measures taken by families in Yemen 
6.2. Forced Marriages 
6.3 The effect of crisis in children 
 
*although these are 3 different subtopics, they directly correlate* 
 
The Yemeni crisis has hit hard all of its people, to avoid deathly starvation, many families have                 
gone to desperate measures seeking for survival.since the uprise of the crisis, food prices have               
increased tremendously while household incomes have plummeted, leaving many unable to           
afford basic needs like food. 
 
Yemeni families can be confirmed by as much as 15 members, some may be elderly and may                 
require special care, aid or medication. Many families have been forced to flee to remote areas,                
often living in tents or mud houses, which offer zero protection against extreme weather. These               
areas lack basic social infrastructures like schools and healthcare centers, they have no sewage              
system nor water networks. This remote “communities” have limited job opportunities leaving            
families begging, buying on credit or simply skipping meals. This unconventional and unhealthy             
ways have left up to 400,000 children in extreme malnutrition fighting for their lives. Children               
have not only been unhealthy and suffering in extreme starvation, but have been forced to leave                
school and to flee their home. At this moment, the biggest challenge faced by UNICEF               
regarding this specific crisis has been malnourished children, but there has also been a large               
impact on girls. Yemeni society has traditionally concentrated on the separation of the sexes              
and arranges marriages at young ages (usually 11 y/o for the girl) have been custom. With this                 
new crisis, however, families have sought to marry off their daughters extremely young, in the               
pursuit of survival. Girls are expected to do household work in their husband's home and have                
no choice in the decision. Girls have been forced to leave school, there have been cases where                 
3-year-olds have been married, so the parents in a desperate need of food can keep the rest of                  
the family alive. This crisis is destroying Yemeni families and is leaving no future for upcoming                
generations. 

 
How can this specifical issues be solved? 
Laws, projects, international aid, what will it take to end forced marriages? 
What kind of a future can Yemen's upcoming generation expect if the current children are forced                
out of school, starved to death, or doing household chores in an obligated marriage?  
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 

7. Guiding Questions: 
 

1. What positions and measures is taking your delegation regarding this          
problematics? 

2. What does your delegation think about letting refugees in? 
3. Is your delegation affected by the problematics? 
4. Has your delegation sent humanitarian support to this refugees? 

 
 

8. Helpful links: 
 

● https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.bbc.com/news/amp/world-asia-41566561 
● http://fingfx.thomsonreuters.com/gfx/rngs/MYANMAR-ROHINGYA/010051VC46K

/index.html 
● https://www.unhcr.org/5bbc6f014.pdf?query=Rohingya 
● https://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-44466574 
● https://www.unrefugees.org/emergencies/yemen/#header-offset 
● https://www.unicefusa.org/stories/six-things-you-should-know-about-yemens-dee

pening-humanitarian-crisis/34535 
● https://www.unicef.org/emergencies/yemen-crisis 
● https://www.unhcr.org/57066a5d6.pdf?query=Yemen 
● https://international.gc.ca/world-monde/issues_development-enjeux_developpem

ent/response_conflict-reponse_conflits/crisis-crises/myanmar.aspx?lang=eng 
● https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/rohingya-crisis 
● https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/sep/28/un-chief-calls-for-end-to-myanm

ar-military-operations-in-rohingya-crisis 
● https://reliefweb.int/report/yemen/yemeni-crisis-forces-families-take-desperate-m

easures-survive  
● https://www.unicef.org/emergencies/yemen-crisis 
● https://www.unicef.org/stories/yemen-conflict-living-hell-children 
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